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The application areas of our products:

Vending Machine Game Machine

Ticket Vending Machine

ATM

Service Robot Automatic Gate Machine
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Who are we?
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Sure Electronics is a professional audio solutions
provider that provides electronics hobbyists and 
business partners with the middleware, which can 
help reduce customers' development di�culties 
and save their precious time-to-market by making 
the products directly released to the market.

As the most primitive slogan of Sure Electronics, 
Have Fun With UsTM Sure Electronics’ basic 
business concept is to design and produce 
products with a decent quality and to assure our 
sta� with a decent pay. This concept is imple-
mented in each procedure of our design and 
manufacture and has been an integral part of our 
DNA of our product since the birth of Sure 
Electronics.  

Since 2007, Sure Electronics is committing to 
making Class-D Safety, Utility, Reliable and 
E�ective and making it widely accepted in 
industry and Military territory.

Aimed at improving e�ciency, consequently 
reducing power consumption, and increasing power 
density, Sure Electronics, always attentive to the 
audio quality of its products, has been o�ering for 
many years a range of Audio, power supply and DSP 
solutions for Commercial, Industry, Medical and 
Military Grade applications, and works for applica-
tions as follows:
Kiosk, Hotel, Background Music Systems, Hi-rel 
Industrial, Medical, Underwater Acoustic, Sonar 
Systems, Entertainment for automotive and home 
markets and other applications when high reliability 
is paramount.

With rich experience in design, development and 
application of audio products, we do have the ability 
to complete designs quickly and e�ciently. On the 
basis of semi-�nished products and prototypes in 
stable and reliable design, Sure Electronics can 
provide customers with rapid designs and profes-
sional solutions to meet their requirements. All 
products meet standards of safety production, 
quality inspection and a variety of certi�cates can be 
provided as required.



OEM SOLUTIONS

Tech Support

EMC Verified

Diverse Applica�ons

Advanced Technology

To keep its technology edge, Sure Electronics has maintained an unwav-
ering commitment to R&D since its birth, focusing on learning and 
researching on audio knowledge. Aimed at improving e�ciency, conse-
quently reducing power consumption, and increasing power density, 
Sure Electronics, always attentive to the audio quality of its products, has 
been o�ering for many years a range of Audio, power supply and DSP 
solutions in High Performance and High Power Platform.

Providing ampli�er boards from milliwatts to kilowatts, Sure Electronics, a 
professional audio solution provider, o�ers full set of products with high 
quality and features aimed at diverse markets and applications, including:
Recreational Vehicle
Commercial and Medical Markets
Entertainment for Home and Automotive
Pro Audio
Hi-Rel Industry and Military Market

Certi�cations are highly required when seizing on new business 
opportunity for opening markets. Sure Electronics will help you 
speed up and simplify the task of achieving certi�cations of your �nal 
product by making the pre-test of FCC or/and CE in EMI and EMC 
parts. The ampli�er board or the power supply is considered as the 
independent component, but the �nal equipment still needs to be 
re-con�rmed to make sure that the whole system complies with the 
EMC directives.

With experience and expertise accumulated in ten years’ research on 
Class-D, Sure Electronics’ engineers o�er professional and elaborate 
technical support for customers either before or after purchasing, 
bringing high quality, high reliability and ease to you. They will 
understand customers’ requirements comprehensively on the basis 
of concrete applications and provide best possible solution in short 
time which help greatly reduce development and maintain cost.
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What drives the design and feature set of Game Machine audio? 
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What can we provide?

- Not only ampli�ers, but also Display & Power solutions for Audio

Audio Ampli�er & Speakers, Exciter

LCD & OLED Display Solution

Sure Electronics is committed to providing Game Machine Manufac-
turers with highly cost-e�ective ampli�ers with durable quality which 
is optimized in audio input ports, power and power supply, simplifying 
di�culty of system integration and saving valuable time-to-market. 
Embedded speakers for immersive audio reproduction are available. 
Exciter solutions are also available for applications where external drill 
is forbidden.

Sure Electronics also provides self-made highly reliable power supply 
in Industrial Grade for use of our ampli�er, which features selectable 
input voltage range, high e�ciency, high power density and low EMI.
Full protection is equipped in our ampli�er to guarantee extra long 
serviceable time.
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Industrial Grade Power Supply Solution

Sure Electronics o�ers high quality matrix display along with drivers at 
a low price. We provide LED stripes with di�erent length, lamp beads 
amount, power and matched LED driver. Synchronization of Audio 
and Lighting is also available.
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Product Overview - WONDOM KAB Series  
Designed for Game Machine

› Block Diagram

Power Supply

Signal Processor

Audio Input

Key Features:› Bene�ts:›
Multiple Input Methods for Diverse Sound Source
Complete EMI/EMS Certi�cation
Easy for System Integration
Full Protection
High E�ciency and Reliability
Highly Cost-e�ective

WONDOM KAB series is a highly cost-e�ctive audio ampli�er series with full protection extended from our standard 
product with optimization in system integration of Game Machine applicaiton, ensuring controllable cost and short design 
cycle for fast transition from prototype to market. 
KAB series is capable of meeting requirements of easy integration, high reliability and low power consumption in today’s 
game machine ampli�er marketplace. Abundant ports for high-speed input are provided in KAB series such as HDMI, 
Coaxial, Optical, USB, RCA and Bluetooth, opening up possibilities for swift and convenient connection with System-on 
Chip (SoC) or other peripheral equipments. Microphone ampli�er and headphone ampli�er are available when recording 
and audio reproduction through headphone are required. Auxiliary power port in KAB series is reserved for powering up 
SoC, saving much space and cost of whole system. 

- 2/4 channel, 30W - 50W optional
   + 2 channel available (MOQ1000)
- Low Power Consumption
- Reverse Polarity Protection
- Bluetooth Integrated
- Multiplexer Integrated

MUX Volume 
Conrol

  AMP Speaker
Output

Standby

    Power 
    Supply

Mute

Reverse Polarity 
Protec�on

I2C

Channel 
Control

RCA 

for Mobile Devices

Toslink/Coaxial 

for Xbox/PS4

HD Audio/AC97 

for NUC/PC Main Board

BT Audio

for Wireless Connec�on

Poten�ometer 
for Adjustment

Differen�al 
Filter
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One Product, Catering to Any Kind of Game Machine
- Multiple Input Methods

PS4 or Xbox are commonly used as system-on module in today’s game machine, in which HDMI or Optical ports 
rather than general input ports like RCA and 3.5mm AUX IN are mounted for audio output. It will take Game Machine 
manufacturers much time and energy in system integration if there are many steps for connection with audio ampli-
�er, resulting in the increase of cost of material and production management. 
Sure Electronics, committed to simplifying customers’ di�culties in design and installation, provides KAB series 
specially optimized for game machine applications in audio input ports and corresponding cables. All customers 
need to do for connection is just two steps - take out the audio cable and plug in. 
Toslink/Coaxial connector are equipped in KAB for receiving digital signal from PS4 and Xbox and with decoders on 
board, users can connect it to speakers or headphones with no more con�guration, making customers feel immersive 
in game due to less loss of audio quality in digital to analog process.

For DIY enthusiasts, game machine is a never-ending topic, in which audio ampli�er board will be connected with PC main 
board or NUC. HD Audio/AC97 are employed for easy connection in such applications. Mobile devices can be used for 
audio input via RCA port and KAB with Bluetooth integrated version provides possibility for wireless connection if required.

Toslink/Coaxial

Decoder
  (D/A)

Speaker Output

1 2

Take out cable Plug in

3

Done

Di�erent motherboards with diverse audio ports are used for di�erent game, which sets up barriers for model 
selection of audio ampli�er since for most of ampli�ers, it is di�cult to match with all connectors at the same time. 
With years of experience dedicated to game machine applications, Sure Electronics provides ampli�er with mainly 
used audio ports , making it suitable for use in any kind of game machine.

- HDMI/Optical Port for PS4/Xbox

- AC97/HD Audio for PC Main Board & RCA/Bluetooth for Portable Devices

- Input Port Customizable

For those game machine manufacturers whose business is stable and demand of audio port is explicit, customization is 
available, namely unnecessary ports can be removed in mass production to save material cost. Any requirements please 
contact with info@sure-electronics.com for further discussion.

www.sure-electronics.com6



Long Serviceable Time with Tough Performance
- HALT and HASS & Certi�cations
Long serviceable time is an equally crucial factor when game machine manufacturers purchase ampli�er boards with 
the consideration of cost and management, resulting in that high reliability appears to be a fundamental and essen-
tial requirement. With ten years of research on Class-D ampli�er, Sure Electronics has established complete test 
system for products from R&D stage to shipment including the implement of HALT & HASS for every product coming 
with test reports, which do strong endorsement for high reliability.

HALT (Highly Accelaterated Life Test) is conducted in R&D stage. During HALT process, di�erent stress levels of tempera-
ture and vibration (independently or in combination) with rapid thermal transitions are imposed on ampli�ers to shorten 
lifespan to one week so that  design weakness can be found and resolved timely. The functional operating limit and 
destruct limit are demarcated according to the test, which provides testing standards for HASS.

- HALT Test

- Certi�cations

Certi�cation is a fundamental fator when opening up new business, 
which plays an increasingly important role under today’s competitive 
circumstance. Time and cost spent on this will vastly impact the 
competitiveness of products and the ability to squeeze into new 
markets.
Sure Electronics helps simplify the process of customers achieveing 
certi�cations for �nal products and save valuable cost by providing 
products compliant with FCC, CE and safety regulations. KAB series, 
as components of game machine,  has passed the pre-test of FCC 
and CE in EMI and EMS parts in the laboratory without paper certi�-
cations because FCC and CE is directed at �nal  products with enclo-
sure. Complete EMC/Safety certi�caitons and required documents 
are available in Sure Electronics for customers who purchase ampli�-
er with enclosure to speed up the process.
System integraters must re-con�rm that the �nal equipment still 
meets requirements of related certi�cations.

APPROVED
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With test report of HALT, HASS is employed in production stage to verify that the improvement measure in R&D has been properly 
conducted and to avoid that new problems due to manufacturing technique or component arise before storage. Ampli�ers will be 
running in full power for speci�c time to ensure that the serviceable time will not be impacted and possible problems can be 
noticed.

- HASS Test

R&D Pilot Produc�on Mass Produc�on Storage

DUT

HALT HASS Defect Inves�ga�on

- Find possible problems and root reasons

- Demarcate opera�ng and destruct limit

Providing standards 

- Mu�ple procedures to guarantee high reliability of final amplifiers customers get High-temperature Cabinet



High Cost-e�ective and High-strength Solution Derived from Standard Products
- Quicker Design & Controllable Cost
In order to meet the great demands for higher performance and lower cost in all area of game machine applications, 
Sure Electronics tried to combine all the functions, like multiple input methods, LED indicator, DAC in one board or 
one system, which is the earliest version of KAB series. 

- Quicker Design

All products extend from our basic amplifer series with enhanced functions and industry grade quality, which can 
help balance the cost performance ratio here and the system cost would be greatly controlled because of the 
universal technology platform. 

- High Performance with Controllable Cost

www.sure-electronics.com8

Technology Platform

Quicker Design Sample Con�rmation Mass Production Prompt Delivery

Time

Phase

2 weeks
3-5 days

2-4 weeks
3-5 days

EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONSUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION

All raw materials are purchased from the original manufacturers or authorized sidtributors, which means that cost 
down is realized by the high research e�ciency, technical innovation, process management and supply chain 
integration, instead of the cost down of raw materials. With KAB series, game machine manufacturers will gain the 
balance of cost and performance.

With ten years of experience in dealing with demanding projects concerning applications, Sure Electronics has 
established a set of complete system for OEM projects, under which circumstance, R&D team is able to provide 
best-possible solutions with full account of customers’ requirements in short time, ensuring they reap �rst-mover 
advantages.

D
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Save Space and Time to the Greatest Extent
- Compact Size & Ready Wiring 

A-1   JST PHR-6-BK

A-2   AWG24 Black Cable

Unit：mm

1、AWG24, Temperature resistance: 80   ,
     Voltage rating: 300V, Length: 500mm.

A-1   JST PHR-6-BK Multi-view

Overview

Audio Input Cable

PIN 1
PIN 2
PIN 3
PIN 4
PIN 5
PIN 6

500.000

A-1 A-1A-2

A-1   JST PHR-2-BK

A-2   AWG24 Black Cable

Unit：mm

1、AWG24, Temperature resistance: 80   ,
     Voltage rating: 300V, Length: 500mm.

A-1   JST PHR-2-BK Multi-view

OverviewVolume Control Cable

PIN 1

PIN 2

Tinned(Unleaded)

500.000

A-1 A-2

Tinned(Unleaded)

Tinned(Unleaded)

PIN 2
PIN 1

PIN 3
PIN 4

A-1 MOLEX 5557-04R-400 Multi-view

A-2   AWG18 Cable

Unit：mm

1、AWG22, Temperature resistance: 80   ,
     Voltage rating: 300V, Length: 500mm.

A: AWG18 black cable；
B: AWG18 yellow cable；
C: SALIPT heat shrink tubing；
D: SALIPT heat shrink tubing；

A-3 KSS  RF1.25-3 Preinsulate Terminal

A-B-C-D

A-1 A-2 A-3

50.00050.000

C DBA

OverviewPower Cable

Unit：mm

A-2   AWG18 Cable

1、AWG22, Temperature resistance: 80   
      Voltage rating: 300V, Length: 500mm.

A-3   JST  STO-61-250N

A-4   JST  STO-41-110N-8

A-1 A-2
A-4

A-3

A-1   MOLEX  46994-0212 Multi-view

A B C A-5

A-5   透明端子绝缘套

Overview

Speaker Cable

Pre-terminated cables will come with the motherboard for a easy and e�cient installation for any application. 
Game machine manufacturers can avoid cutting and re-attaching connectors, achieving better connectivity and 
reducing the risk of EMI and signal loss. Only several clicks rather than complex soldering are needed for system 
integration, resulting in the simpli�cation of production process and save of valuable time.

Since the ampli�er is integrated into a closed case, small ones spare much headroom for installation. Featuring 
high power density, WONDOM KAB series delivers enough power with full functions in compact size, which can be 
put into any kind of game machine easily, even if the smaller cabinets is used.

L-style Aluminium Bracket with screw lock stando�s and pre-drilled 
mounting holes is available to stabilize KAB series whether in vertical 
or horizontal installation.

Sure Electronics also provides enclosure solutions on customers’ 
requirements. Please feel free to contact us for detailed information.

9www.sure-electronics.com
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Not only ampli�ers, But Also Display & Power Solutions 
- Display & Power Solutions

With ten years’ experience in research and development of audio applications, Sure’s engineers accumulate much 
expertise and skills for audio in commercial, industrial and military markets. What Sure Electronics can provide is far 
more than ampli�ers but also relevant products with high quality like power supply, LED display and etc. 

N L

DC 10-30V
+V

+V

+

-V

Power Supply Module 
with Auxiliary Output 

LED Driver

LED Strip

LED Display & Driver

Boost Regulator
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Save cost of one power supply 
- Auxiliary Power for System-on Chip

N L

DC 10-30V
+V

+V

+

-V

N L

DC 10-30V
+V

+V

+

-V

Audio

Audio

N L

DC 10-30V
+V

+V

+

-V

Power supply with Auxiliary Power Connector

Overall cost will increase for game machine manufacturers if the system-on chip and ampli�er need to be powered 
up separately. Some problem like noise may occur if using one power supply to power both devices due to the 
non-common ground issue. 
Sure Electronics provides self-made AC/DC power supply module working with mains voltage which features high 
e�ciency and high power density and supports auxiliary DC output for powring other devices like motherboard in 
the game machine without any concern of causing noise. To simplify customers’ di�culty in certi�cation and acceler-
ate the release of �nal product, our power supply module passed FCC and CE certi�caiton with issued report.

11www.sure-electronics.com
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Quality Control System

Sure Electronics has built a full set of Quality and Stability Tests in design and producion 
procedure in the past 10 years. HALT and HASS is properly implemented to uncover 
problems associated with product design and production and identify potential causes 
of failure.
HALT is conducted in R&D process to �nd out development defects and basic opera-
tion/damage limit  by putting di�erent stress on products to see whether , including 
temperature rising and dropping within -20-150 ℃, rapaid temperature change as 20
℃/min within 40-150℃ and random vibration. Only when products pass HALT, will they 
be put into production.
In production stage, HASS is completely implemented in three steps, HASS Develop-
ment, Proof-of-Screen and Production on HALT, to ensure all improvement measures 
found in HALT executed and no more new defects caused by change of manufacturing 
technique and components.

All ampli�er modules go through several quality tests in the production lines. 
The �nal assembled ampli�er module must pass between 80-120 (dependent 
on product) end-of-line test steps in temperature, humidity, vibiration, etc. to ensure 
customers get products with decent quality.
Ampli�ers with more than 500watts per channel will be burn-in tested for more 
than 24hours under elevated temperatures in the full power condition. Ampli�ers 
with less than 500watts per channel will be burn-in tested for more than 2 hours 
under the same condition. 
Sure Electronics built 6 channel dummy loads with 10kW capacity and 10 set stereo 
dummy loads with 4kW capacity, and 20 set stereo with 200 Watts. 

13www.sure-electronics.com



To keep its technology edge, Sure Electronics has maintained an unwavering commitment to R&D since its
birth. Sure Electronics is committing to making Class-D Safe, Utility, Reliable and E�ective and making it 
widely accepted in industry and Military territory. Unknown to the end-customers, Sure Electronics focuses 
more on providing electronics hobbyists and business partners the middleware instead of the �nished products. 
Aimed at improving e�ciency, reducing power consumption consequently, and increasing power density, Sure 
Electronics, always attentive to the audio quality of its products, has been o�ering for many years a range of Audio, 
Power Supply and DSP solutions in High Performance and High Power Platform.

Three R&D groups are built as the independent department for di�erent research area. Over ten topics and projects 
like Transparent Ampli�cation, Beyond the Audio Frequency Researching are issued to provide theoretical support for 
our design. Unlike the traditional enterprise, R&D team and Marketing team account for 60% of the sta�.
It is the unwavering commitment to R&D that makes us keep the 
technology edge.
 

An unwavering commitment to R&D

 

R&D Team Accounts for

40%

3
R & D

Group

approximately

10
projects

In Research
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Your Satisfaction, 
Our Pursuit

> After-sales Service 

Sure Electronics guarantees customers thorough service even after the 
deal. Your satisfaction is our pursuit.

- Reply to your emails within 24 hours in working days

- Provide technical support for any problem in using

- No-hassel exchange of broken products 

- Complete documents for products 

Quick Delivery Prompt Turn Quick Design

Sure Electronics always prepares full back-up for customers, which greatly reduces the delivery time to �t for the 
customers’ ‘Just - in - Time’ manufacturing and ‘Zero Stock’ Policy.
We guarantee that each standard product at least 100 pieces inventory while best sellers have more than 1000 
pieces inventory to make sure that packages can be shipped within 1-2 days after customers placing orders. This 
means Sure Electronics keeps at least 100k pieces circuit board in stock at any time.
It will take 3 weeks for components purchasing and trial operation in the manufacturing process of a typical 
standard product while installment shipment is controlled in 30 days.
6-8 weeks is enough for development of a typical audio product, which means we can take full account of custom-
ers‘ requirements and provide satisfactory design in short time to minimize their valuable time-to-market.

> Timely Delivery

15www.sure-electronics.com
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Designed by

Sure Electronics Co., Ltd.
Superior      Uni�ed      Real           Enduring
Design         Form          Strength  Quality 

3F, Building F6,No.9, 
Weidi Road, Xianlin, 
Qixia Dist., Nanjing, China
Tel: +86-25-85260045
Email: info@wondom.com
             info@sure-electronics.com

WONDOM Audio Technology
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